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Abstract 
 

The third generation partnership project (3GPP) LTE is designed to allow for multimedia broadcast and multicast services 

(MBMS) such as mobile TV.  The MBMS feature can simultaneously transmit the same media contents using 3GPP LTE 

evolved nodeBs (eNBs) to multiple users in the same geographic region.  The MBMS bearer service offers two operation 

modes: single-cell MBMS transmission and multi-cell transmission.  The single cell MBMS transmission covers only one 

eNB while the multi-cell MBMS transmission is provided over a cell group, which comprises cells that offer the same 

service.  Also, packet scheduler is one of the key radio resource management mechanisms in the 3GPP LTE system based 

on orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA).  The packet scheduler consists of a time domain packet 

scheduling (TDPS) component and a frequency domain packet scheduling (FDPS).  In this talk, we address the problem 

of frequency domain packet scheduling (FDPS) component that determines how to allocate physical resource block (PRB) 

to each user.  PRB is the basic scheduling unit in 3GPP LTE, which consists of a group of subcarriers.  The MBMS is 

designed to support the efficient distribution of the same media contents to large numbers of users, but the FDPS 

algorithms based on point to point (PtP) transmission are not directly applicable for point to multipoint (PtM) 

transmissions.  Therefore, we propose a new channel-aware FDPS scheduling algorithm with the objective of maximizing 

the number of MBMS users sharing the same PRB for a more realistic performance improvement.  Simulation results 

show that comparing to the existing FDPS schemes, the proposed FDPS scheme improves the performance in terms of 

outage probability and cell throughput. 
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